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Australia and the World – A Global Socio-Economic Outlook. 

A case for Global Fair Logistics Integration? And stakeholders’ needs 

harmonisation? We need a true win-win-win solution  

By Enrique TOPO Rodriguez,  

Head, International Business Development, OMCPL.ORG 

 

August 2021 is here in Sydney with an incredibly warm winter dsay (25 degrees) Sunday 

01/08/2021, a few thoughts come to mind, so I propose a brainstorming-debate on 

population-goods-transportation- migration currents, and transient asylum seekers also! 

On the back of my passion for Behavioural Psychology (circa 1971-1973, Universidad Nacional de 

Cordoba, Argentina), I shall mention a few facts to paint a picture in relation to the subject matter. 

For the last 37 years living in Sydney (exactly since 29/03/1984), have been trying to build an 

imaginary bridge between both my countries of citizenship. Whether by business interests, cultural 

and artistic pursuits, sports groups, hobbies, etc. here I am persevering.  

In 2015 commenced studying Soft Power, Cultural and Public Diplomacy, in a way I had substantial 

hands-on experience during my international rugby years. In 2016 founded the AABC (Australian-

Argentine Business Council), and today I have built a considerable network of international contacts 

throughout America (North, Central and South), Oceania, Europe, and UK. And soon am about to 

undertake a Mission of the Persian Gulf. Bit short in Asia contacts for no reason at all, just not 

enough money to travel more extensively. Seriously resolute rugby players before 1995 were non-

paid, non-government assisted (just the honour and pride for jumper and country). Today I am 

irredeemably proud of my 21 years given to rugby union. I often say, “I consider myself a trillionaire 

in spirit and friendships” 

Have selected some salient topics for serious considerations. I believe some of the below points are 

handicapping economies, populations’ wellbeing, and life standards most probably with dire 

consequences for the next 3-5-10 years. 

▪ World population, commerce, and globalisation 

▪ Shrinking and expanding economies and corporations 

▪ Sovereign Funds borrowing from an uncertain ‘future’ 

▪ Un accounted budgets shortages 

▪ Artificial Intelligence and technology advancing, housing affordability and employment gping 

down 

▪ The Media Barons, and politicians’ inciting and scaremongering about COVID-19, to me is 

none other than “divide and you’ll conquer” (or… attract more votes for the next elections)  

▪ The stretching of personal finances and superannuation (the borrowers!) Watch out! 

▪ Others laughing all the way to the bank (the lenders, JV Capitalists, and ROI soulless vultures) 

Watch out even more!  

▪ Our youth (and others) education continuity, interrupted for 18 months, some unhinged 

brains are swimming in a gloomy present and future? CANNOT STOP FEEDING THE BRAIN.  

▪ Under sourced (yet asset rich) universities struggling to maintain under-performing assets 

and daily operations costs.  
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▪ Moreover, the vacuum felt by the overseas student’s revenue stream truncated, then 

tuitions fees are invariably going up (a forced inflation). Therefore, less affordable education 

is here now!  

▪ Restricted interpersonal interactions, the ability of reading body language(?) diminished 

▪ Rusty communication skills decaying (the organ not used, atrophies) 

▪ The need for diversity and efficiency in the traditional transportation routes 

▪ Expectations, aspirations vs reality… a very meaty subject 

▪ Self-centredness vs Teamwork and Collaboration. 

The regulatory self-isolation, compounded by the multi-directional measures by uncoordinated 

federal and states government, exacerbate the disadvantages and loses. The non-human like 

symptoms of sudden lockdowns is affecting us all (more patience and resilience needed here) “mind 

over matter” stuff.  

The very intense and expressive Latinos (like moi, one of them) seem to suffer heavily the ‘familia’ 

isolation and lack of interaction. Yet, the Anglo-Saxons, Nordics, and Asians, etc. appear to be more 

resilient to it. Nonetheless, once you dig a little deeper, we all need the company, the affection, the 

understanding, and the occasional fight to let off steam, frustrations and pent-up emotions. 

On the other hand, the Sporting World, and the profitable Business of Sports (a complete industry 

which moves trillions of euros or dollars, is in turmoil. Large organisations have been forecasting 

enormous losses due to reduced revenues. Nonetheless, the International Olympic Committee and 

Organising Countries have a special dispensation for the COVID-19, so they can continue almost like 

‘business as usual’. People want to see their gold, silver, bronze winning athletes no matter what. 

Sponsors and Media want to recoup their investment. Sports Scientists have taken a ‘comfort break’ 

to allow those selfish pursuits, even though they know how quickly and devastatingly the COVID-19 

Delta Variant moves and takes over! –  

Again, no emotional intelligence is applied or empathy in display. That is the way it is? Or… the way 

greedy and egotistical people are? Sports administrators and politicians must asap exercise more 

responsibility for other people’s health and lives, particularly when they are an overwhelming 

majority. I have spent my last 50 years in rugby union as player, coach, student, prevention 

professional, today running the ISSF (International Sports Sciences Forum) iss-forum.net a NFP|NGO, 

focused on Athlete’s Wellbeing, Injury Prevention and Sustainability of the Sports Business. Stupidity 

and moronic behaviours are rife. Uneducated people are making policies?? The word of sports is 

under turmoil with the discoveries of concussion and on set of dementia, also in some cases 

depression and suicide, and the degenerative diseases. Yet, athletes get used up like nappies and 

disposed of, when not fulfilling the bosses’ expectations. Every day we have people professionally 

dedicated to sports at various levels, following the ‘greed is good’ and ‘selfishness is king’ formula. 

We are going backwards… Sciences are not a matter of reason or preference but of truth, even 

before or after justice or injustice.              

I passionately believe, we are in a strange era where we desperately need Discipline, Ethics, Morals, 

Responsibility for our own actions, and ‘nimbleness’ in all of the above. ‘Adaptability’ is a most 

precious every day’s currency. I metaphorically compare the pandemic with the weather, we get up 

and dress up or down, or prepare in accordance with the forecast we hear in the radio or see 

through the window. We may also choose to move on, or go back to the future, but staying still is 

not and has never been a ‘healthy’ option. 
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On a more positive and initiative-taking side, ironically thanks to that flexible approach and bloody-

hard-work I find myself in a brand new highly stimulating journey. My company The ERC Group FZCO 

has been appointed to take charge as International Business Development Consultant for 

(omcpl.org). OMCPL is a global organisation dedicated to improving World Fair Logistics. 

 https://leadershipcoachings.com/2021/07/21/the-erc-group-fzco-dubai-has-incorporated-the-

omcpl-org-to-our-list-of-clients-the-6th-world-virtual-forum-of-cities-and-logistics-platforms-will-be-

held-in-aragon-spain-20-22-october-2021/ 

OMCPL was formed to cater for one of the busiest commercial routes in the planet (USA-MEXICO-

PANAMA, (https://omcpl.org/primer-foro-mundial-laredo-texas/ is an NFP|NGO focused in 

delivering a rationalised approach to Logistic 21st century in transportation service whether by sea, 

land, or air. The efficiency of World Logistic Platforms, (particularly in recent times of COVID-19 

disruption) have become increasingly important for effective commerce exchange between the five 

continents. Should you be interested, the next World Forum will be held (virtually) in Aragon, Spain 

in October 2021, 22-24. Please visit our website, you may wish to join us in this endeavour.        

Recently have been wondering on… Would Australia struggle with 135.000.000 inhabitants? - just 

a thought! - We would need to seriously scale up in the Fair Logistics Platforms department. 

We (Oz) have been shore-centric for 300+ (Sydney, Newcastle and Wollongong are the best 

examples). This would be a good case study in conjunction with Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs. 

Survival is easier and better closer to the water. Yet, some cultures become lazy and inattentive to 

the movements of people at the seas? Some three thousand years ago or earlier, several ancient 

civilisations developed and expanded by controlling the land and the seas (more opportunities 

present by being near the water! - Just refer to the colonisation currents conducted by the British 

and Spanish Empire? Dutch and Portuguese? To name a few. Incidentally, China, (in 780 BC) had an 

enormous fleet on the water more than one thousand ships, which occupied several seas and 

oceans. Since the 1400 they occupied and controlled most of the ocean routes. Chinese also 

controlled the Silk route for close to 1400 years, their commercial nous and ability has always been 

phenomenally sharp. Furthermore, according to Adjunct Prof. ‘Wikip’ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Australia = "Aboriginal Australians first arrived on the 

Australian mainland by sea from Maritime Southeast Asia between 50,000 and 65,000 years ago. 

Indonesians, Melanesians, Polynesians and Maories also had a strong presence throughout the 

pacific.  

Another point worth noting, Fijian commerce was and is today vastly influenced by a strong Indian 

community. Likewise, French Polynesia had a significant influx of Chinese settlers and businesses. 

Following the teachings of another big leader Ivan Petrovitch Pavlov, our ‘Reflexes’ have been 

'Conditioned' for a long time. Our DNA is screaming aloud... 'We Want to be and live near the Water'. 

Properties near the water are twice the price of those not-so-near (?) A no brainer! - Invest, Protect, 

Grow, (ROI). 

Can you see my point? Very few Australians (and even migrants) want to go and live out bush on 

‘the Land’, whether deserted or green, it is hard Yaka indeed. A big educational change in thinking 

needs to take place by decree. Ask ourselves only one question: "What is best or will be best for our 

country and our grandkids?  

In concluding, this little essay, I would like to stress, whether in logistics, health, sports, or business, 

proactivity and precautionary measures are a must. To me the magic PPP formula of, Planning, 

Preparation, and Perseverance continue to be an excellent guiding light for positive performances in 
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any field of endeavour, yet to me flexibility and adaptability will be the 2021-2031 mantra to follow 

religiously and consistently.    

PS: LinkedIn Profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/enriquetoporodriguez/ 

I do look forward to your comments, and to being of assistance to your good self. Please call or email 

me anytime. 

Enrique TOPO Rodriguez 

➢ Executive Chairman, The ERC Group FZCO 

➢ Head, International Business Development OMCPL.ORG 

➢ Founder, AABC (Australian-Argentine Business Council) 

➢ ISSF (iss-forum.net) 

➢ Sydney 01/08/2021 
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